Distinct immunological states in murine cutaneous leishmaniasis by immunising with different amounts of antigen: the generation of beneficial, potentially harmful, harmful and potentially extremely harmful states.
Infection of BALB/c mice with a standard and substantial number of Leishmania major parasites results in progressive disease, following the induction of a parasite-specific Th2 response. These mice have been designated as "susceptible" on this basis. We show that distinct types of immune response can be generated in "susceptible" BALB/c mice depending upon the number of parasites employed for infection, and that the pathophysiological consequences of such distinct responses are dramatically different. Infection with very low numbers of parasites results in the exclusive induction of a cell-mediated, Th1 response, and the generation of resistance to the standard and substantial challenge. Spleen cells from such resistant mice can confer resistance upon normal mice when transferred to them, but these spleen cells do not contain T cells expressing DTH or Th1 effector cells that produce IFN gamma on short term culture (48 hrs) with parasite antigen. The immune response in this case appears to result in the virtual elimination of parasites from the lymph node draining the site of infection and, by implication, from the infected mouse. We suggest that such elimination results in the absence of antigen stimulation and hence of effector T cells, and that "memory Th1 cells" are responsible for the capacity of spleen cells to confer resistance on normal mice. We predict such mice will not suffer parasitemia upon immune suppression, i.e. are not susceptible to reactivation disease. This is the "beneficial state". In contrast to this infection with a very low number of parasites infection with a low number usually results in one of two states: (i) The generation of a response with a very small Th2 component, production of a small amount of antibody, chronic parasitemia and hence chronic generation of parasite-specific effector Th1/Th2 cells, or (ii) The generation of a response with a greater Th2 component, the production of more antibody, the formation of a frank lesion, and the long term generation of a stable, mixed Th1/Th2 response. We refer to the latter state as borderline leishmaniasis in analogy with borderline leprosy. Parasites can be recovered from the draining lymph node in both these cases many months after infection. We therefore believe that mice infected with a low number of parasites, that harbour a chronic subclinical infection, will suffer reactivation disease upon immune suppression, and we consequently designate the state generated as potentially harmful. We consider mice with borderline disease to be in a harmful state. Mice immunised with high doses of parasite antigen produce in the long term Th2 responses, whereas those immunised with lower doses produce Th1 responses. Mice immunised to produce a Th2 response were subsequently infected with a very low number of parasites that is normally contained. The generation of a Th2 response results in the generation of a Th2 imprint, such that the response to the low dose infection is modulated from a Th1 to a Th2 mode, resulting in progressive disease. We argue that immunisation/vaccination, resulting in a state that deviates the protective response to a non-protective mode, may result in epidemics. Such a state has the potential for being extremely harmful.